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Small Towns + Big Places

“We make our own history but not under conditions
of our own choosing.” – Karl Marx
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PURPOSE:

Premise:




Rural communities face a constellation of
challenges coming at them from multiple
scales.
Rural communities have some local ability
to counteract these forces, but this is often
not enough.








There are forces beyond their control that
require change at the state and federal
level.
Macroscale forces spurred rural
development in North America (e.g.
immigration and Ag mechanization).

OUTLINE:
I.

Introduction to the IIRA.

II.

The Negative Narrative of Rural
Community and Economic Development
(CED) in Illinois.


III.

IV.

We may need macroscale policy changes
to help rural places.

Local Responses to Global Change.


IIRA community engagement success.



Is partial success enough?

The Need for Rural Action and Policy
Change across Scales.


Explore the Argument: In order for rural
revitalization to occur, we need concerted
and coordinated action and policy
change at multiple scales:




Local
State
Federal

Rural Illinois demographics.

I suggest that maybe we need:






V.

Local (Action)
State (Policy and Action)
Federal (Policy)

Without coordinated action and policy change,
maybe we should be content to “shrink smart.”

Conclusions / Discussions / Questions.


Feedback from you?

I. Introduction to the IIRA
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Founded in 1989 at Western Illinois University.
Norm Walzer, Founding Director.
 30th Anniversary Year.




Governor’s Executive Order describes the IIRA as the,
“State’s academic clearinghouse for rural development
data and initiatives.”


Established alongside Rural Partners and the Governor’s Rural
Affairs Council (GRAC).
GRAC is chaired by the Lt. Governor.
 GRAC is comprised of almost two dozen nonprofit organizations,
universities, and state & federal government agencies.




Rural Partners, the GRAC, and the IIRA collaborate on a
range of outreach, research, educational, and policy
development initiatives to improve the quality of life in
rural Illinois.

II. Countering Negative Rural Development Narratives
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It is easy to be pessimistic when we focus on rural
Community Economic Development (CED) needs.









Rural depopulation and youth outmigration.
Loss of anchor institutions (e.g. grocery stores, schools).
Digital divide is real (i.e. both broadband and cell phone coverage).
Education gap (e.g. funding and student performance).
Quality of life issues (e.g. recreation, health care).
“Psychology of Decline” (https://www.strongtowns.org/journal/2018/6/12/the-psychology-of-decline).

Can we help rural places identify their assets? YES.





ABCD or Asset-Based Community Development.
Goal: Help rural places design and implement CED strategies.
Strategy: Build on community assets rather than on community needs.




Help communities identify their own assets: Push back against naysayers.
IIRA MAPPING program represents one strategy to implement ABCD.
CED is a process not an objective or endpoint.

II. The Basis of the Negative Narrative Surrounding Rural CED

• Rural regions are losing people.
• Rural regions have higher median age.

II. The Basis of the Negative Narrative Surrounding Rural CED
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II. The Basis of the Negative Narrative Surrounding Rural CED
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II. The Challenge of Rural CED
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We are all
“Doomed to
Decline”…
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II. Year of Peak Population by County
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Ag dependent counties
peaked early.


33 of 102 IL counties peaked
over a century ago.



44 of 99 IA counties peaked
over a century ago.



46 of 115 MO counties
peaked over a century ago.

More recent peaks occur with
diversified economy and
presence of anchor institution
such as a college or
university.
Location along a major
transportation corridor helps
stabilize populations.

II. Year of Peak Population by County
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III. How can we help communities thrive? ABCD.
We take communities through a planning process.
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Many rural communities have experienced decades of population and quality of life decline.

III. What does strategic visioning do?
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How do you go from a
community filled with
conflicting visions and
agendas…..

…To a community with a
shared vision that has been
generated through
consensus?

III. Strategic visioning process helps answer questions…
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•
•
•
•
•

How can we encourage social innovation in places that have done things the same way for decades?
How can we help communities tackle complicated challenges such as improving their quality of life?
How do we help communities generate new ideas and alternative CED futures?
How can we help communities identify a starting point for making community improvements?
How can we help residents of a community reach a consensus about their collective future?

Meet with
Local Steering
Community

Session 4:
Making it
happen!

Kick Off
Session with
Community

Session 3:
How do we get
there?

Session 1:
Where are we
now?

Session 2:
Where do we
want to be?

CommunityLed Meeting:
They Decide…
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COMMUNITY OUTCOMES FOR STRASBURG, IL







10 years elapsed, 2007 to 2017.
CED is hard work. Maybe Sisyphean?
Not every CED design project works.
Heavily reliant on volunteers.
Need widespread community buy-in.
Strasburg emphasis on local assets:
o TIF district to raise funds.
o 24-hour gym is former school gym.
o Launched a community fund.
 How has the local population tracked with
local CED success?
o 1950 = 436.
o 1960 = 467 (+7.1%).
o 1970 = 456 (-2.4%).
o 1980 = 488 (+7.0%).
o 1990 = 473 (-3.1%).
o 2000 = 603 (+27.5%).
o 2010 = 467 (-22.6%).
o 2016 = 445 (-4.7%)[estimated].
 Maybe local CED efforts are not enough.
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IV. State and Federal Policy Changes
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Many issues affecting rural CED are driven by forces beyond the
local: state, federal, and global.








Rural depopulation and youth outmigration.
Loss of anchor institutions (e.g. grocery stores, schools).
Digital divide is real (i.e. both broadband and cell phone coverage).
Education gap (e.g. funding and student performance).
Workforce development and labor shortages.

What policy changes at the state and federal level might help?



Can we actually address those conditions affecting our lives and
communities that Marx said we can’t choose?
Single most important issue might be to address demographics:






Depopulation
Youth outmigration
Workforce Development

Where will the next generation of farmers, business owners, and community
leaders come from if we don’t address these demographic issues?
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Farmers and Rural Communities Need each
Other. Farmers Need Off-farm Employment.
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IV. State Policy: Higher Education
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Standard business development strategies include:





In Illinois, We need to treat students like we treat businesses.







State leaders go on trade missions to recruit factories and jobs.
Tax breaks and other incentives to keep or recruit businesses.

Universities from other states come to Illinois and recruit our students away.
We are losing our best and brightest to other states.
Illinois funding for higher education peaked in 2002.
State Higher Education Policy is failing downstate and rural Illinois.

We need to compete for students like we try to compete for business.








Illinois college tuition should be less expensive than neighboring states.
Budget impasse devastated higher education in our state.
Illinois has driven hundreds of thousands of students to other states.
16,461 students (net) left Illinois for college in 2016 alone.
75% of New Trier college-bound HS Students left the state in 2016.
The way we treat higher education is driving depopulation especially downstate.
Lower tuition in Illinois would:



Help keep Illinois students at home and recruit students from other states.
Reduce student debt to help them buy homes and settle in the state.

University Costs Prompt Entire Families to Leave Illinois
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Source: https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/01/business/economy/rust-belt-cities.html.
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Source: https://www.cbsnews.com/news/rural-americas-brain-drain-how-student-debt-is-emptying-small-towns/

IV. State Policy: Community Foundations
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Mechanism to capture wealth as estate is transferred.







How are community foundation funds used?








Legacy – Seniors bequeath estate to survivors but leave a portion of their estate
(0.5%, 1.0%, 5.0%, or more) to local community foundation.
State of Nebraska and Iowa are far ahead of Illinois.
Need Illinois State action to promote community foundations.
Illinois rural youth outmigration = rural wealth outmigration.
Health care (e.g. new MRI machine for hospital).
Education (e.g. K-12, broadband, higher education / promise programs).
Business (e.g. RLF, façade upgrades, entrepreneurship).
Quality of life (e.g. playground, recreation center).
Preserve downstate wealth to spur downstate CED.

Community Foundations serving downstate.





Community Foundation of the Quincy Area.
Community Foundation of Central Illinois.
Community Foundation for the Land of Lincoln.
Southeastern Illinois Community Foundation.

IV. State Policy: Promise Programs
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Strategies created by local communities to send local
students to college tuition-free.






Strategy to keep students local.
Improve local workforce.
Students attend community colleges
and universities in region.

Funding comes in many forms:







Community Foundations.
Wealthy benefactors.
Local tax revenues.
Galesburg, Quincy, Peoria,
Rockford, Palatine, and Chicago
have Promise Programs.
State Action: could help smallest
communities use local sales taxes to
support Promise Programs.

IV. Federal Support for Rural Development
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Systemic reforms needed to help reverse downstate decline. Two suggestions include:
Increase support for USDA Rural Development programs.


Paradox of federal support for rural communities.






Recent Farm Bills increase money for programs that promote export and efficiencies and cut
support for USDA-RD and non-farm rural development.




Investments in exports and efficiencies spur farm consolidation and rural depopulation.
Majority of farm households need off-farm employment – need diverse rural economy.
USDA-RD investments support rural non-farm economy – community facilities, water, entrepreneurship.

This only accelerates rural depopulation.

Immigration Reform




Research based on 2010 US Census showed that many rural counties had stabilized or even
slightly increased population due to influx of immigrants from Mexico and Central America.
Mayor from Ulysses, Kansas, acknowledged that rural depopulation is a huge problem.
Hispanic influx has overall been a good thing for rural places.
He said that, “this immigration is happening and the communities that extend a hand are
going to survive” (Sulzberger 2011).

Sulzberger, A.G. 2011. Hispanics Reviving Faded Towns on the Plains. The New York
Times. November 13, 2011. Available online: https://www.nytimes.com/2011/11/14/us/assmall-towns-wither-on-plains-hispanics-come-to-the-rescue.html.
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V. Conclusions / Discussion / Questions
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Rural Illinois and other parts of the Rural Midwest are losing population.






Rural places are shrinking faster than urban areas.
The loss of young people is the biggest problem (at least IMHO).
Current policies and recent actions have actually accelerated outmigration of young people
from downstate and rural Illinois.

Concern for rural and downstate Illinois should prompt us to implement plans and
policies that address three things:



Retain downstate people through local action AND state policy change.
Recruit new people:






Immigration may replenish downstate places.
Is a more progressive immigration policy good rural development policy?

… or “Shrink Smart” – a topic for another day…

If we don’t make changes to address population decline, the inevitable downward
demographics will augur a dismal rural and downstate economic destiny.





But it does not have to be… or does it?
Is rural youth outmigration the biggest threat to rural development?
If not, what is?
I am trying to “ground truth” my understanding and welcome your input.

